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Samjho Toh: The Samvidhan LIVE!
Dialogues & Fraternity Labs

In phase 1 of the journey, the Jagriks experienced
dialoguing, collaborating and co-creating a shared vision of
India thus opening doors for norm shift using narrative. In
phase 2, these Jagriks transition to become the Jabardast
Jagriks by setting up Fraternity labs in their communities.
They identify, deep dive and unpack the highly polarizing
topics/themes and rewrite these stories by bringing in
multiple viewing points and the Constitutional lens.
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Jabardast Jagrik Jeevan Jagriks

Justice Jagrik

Through a learning journey to strengthen their
understanding of the constitution and of justice tools, 20
justice jagriks in Timarni, Madhya Pradesh have designed
10 social action projects to take up issues of entitlement
like school enrollments, Identity Cards, Rights and
entitlements etc
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Characteristics of a Jabardast Jagrik
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Samvidhan Live! Jabardast Jagrik is the next level of Be A
Jagrik journey to co-design, co-own and co-lead social
actions, allowing young people to build and demonstrate
critical thinking, design thinking, project planning, risk
assessment, fundraising and collaborations. The journey
was completed in 2019-20 with UP Collective with support
from UNFPA.
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Gender Jagrik

Gender Jagrik aims to bring down the gender based
violence, enhance positive life indicators for women
significantly (like school enrolment, freedom of movement,
decision making, sexual and reproductive rights,
relationships etc) and shift narratives about masculinity

"It is only after being a part of this Justice Jagrik initiative, I now realise that Justice starts with me and lives in my
immediate surroundings; I had a feeling that justice could only be provided institutionally". - Anil, Justice Jagrik

Ongoing

Jabardast Jagriks are early stage youth leaders designing and leading their own actions in the community with
mentor support and guidance. Their efforts are to bring about norm shift through dialogues and youth led
action in their communities.

Ongoing

Ongoing

Leadership Pipeline
Just Jagriks

 You can reach out to Akshit Jain (Akshit.jain@commutiny.in | 7838055799) for any queries


